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The advent of SmartPOS Terminals + Android Open Platform are already having a huge 
impact at the point of sale for merchants & consumers alike



A new ecosystem of apps is coming to merchants Android is promoting ECR & payment convergence

PIN-on-Glass allows for more visual space on a terminal QR code payment technology is arriving from China



THE QUESTION IS
How will payment service providers & their merchants adapt in this new world where 

payment, retail and ecommerce are converging so incredibly fast? Will they adapt wisely 
or be eaten by competitors. Opportunities are huge, but the threats are bigger!



People are constantly in a "multi-screen" mode, where the smartphone industry has 
reshaped not only how we communicate, but also how we shop & pay

With the rise of Alipay, WeChat Pay, Android Pay, Apple Pay and Samsung Pay, we are 
moving the convenience & security of EMV or Chip & Pin into a mobile environment



In the next 10 years we will see payment fading away, almost disappearing, as more and 
more in-app purchases occur without consumers having to pull out their payment cards.



THE INCREDIBLE RISE OF 
MOBILE PAYMENTS

IN CHINA



Video 1

The incredible scale of mobile payments in 
China today

Click to view:
https://vimeo.com/267467429

Video 2

How mobile payments impacts daily 
Chinese life

Click to view:
https://vimeo.com/267467494



Chinese Mobile Payments

2016 = $6,000,000,000,000

50 x More than USA

2015 = $2,500,000,000,000

10 x More than USA



What is happening in China is going to unbalance the current situation in your payment 
market. Big disruption has already started...

PSPs and Banks need to be very prepared for the shift!



China is, and will continue to be, a major influencer in our payment industry

Their population is so huge, their technology & manufacturing capabilities so advanced, 
their approach to business so pragmatic & positive, that the Chinese will be shaping our 

payment industry for many decades to come



OMNI CHANNEL 
PAYMENTS

This used to be a fancy marketing term. But today it really does make sense.



Cross border payments are growing much faster than domestic payments. More and more 
organizations have cross-border multi-country licenses to operate as payment providers

Today, the majority of consumers have a greater affinity to purchasing beyond their 
national borders than ever before

That’s what ecommerce is all about…



Of course,  eCommerce is not completely taking over traditional bricks n mortar retail

POS & ATM still account for 80% of transactions, but more and more real world 
businesses have a web shop presence, so the retail world has become increasingly 

complex, one where online & offline are complimentary



Whether a merchant is online or on the high street, it is no longer just about selling the 
best products or services…

It is now about making it easier for the customer to purchase, making it so convenient to 
buy that they don't even have to think about it



For a merchant, being “omni channel enabled” means not being in the position to lose a 
single transaction. For card-not-present & card-present. A POS terminal is needed for 

Chip & PIN, not only contactless enabled, but now capable of reading and quickly 
processing QR code payments



Even these gentlemen are now omni channel ready!



PCI PTS 5.0

Amex ExpressPay
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EMV Level 2
EMV Level 1
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Samsung PayMobile Wallets Security
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There is increasing complexity in payments as companies like Samsung, Google, Apple, 
AliPay and others join the industry. The introduction of open platforms like Android mean 
more services are demanded by merchants and consumers alike at the point of purchase. 

This complexity is driving the smartphone & POS terminal industry closer together



Companies like PAX and are here to help Banks and PSPs reduce that level of complexity 
and to ensure that we provide you with point of sale solutions that are truly ‘omni 

channel’ enabled. Your investment in PAX solutions is future proofed.



One example of how we help reduce that complexity is the fact that, in addition to all the 
other things we put into our solutions, such as the latest PCI 5 certification, the latest 
contactless technology, it is now standard practice for PAX to put inbuilt cameras into 
portable, desktop, multilane and ECR terminals. These cameras function as 2D barcode 

scanners to read QR Codes and can also handle facial recognition.



Another example of how PAX manages the increasing complexity of the payment world, 
is by embedding GPS, or geolocation, inside latest generation terminals

This means that PSPs and banks know where each terminal is located, and you can now 
monitor terminal activity better than ever before



Entering your PIN number on a physical keypad will become a thing of the past.
PIN-on-Glass enabled behaviour is similar to what we do on our smartphones.

Infact, the actual PIN, whether on glass or on a physical keypad, may well be replaced in 
coming years by some other form of stronger authentication, given the increasing risk of 

identity fraud due to the multi-screen mobile world we live in!



MiniPOS is an increasingly cost-effective & environmentally friendly choice



Our transition from Nokia to Smartphone is akin to that of  Traditional POS to Smart 
Android POS: once converted, a merchant will never go back



The A920 was an industry first: a beautifully designed all-in-one Android Smart POS



The convergence between the POS terminal industry and the world of smartphones is 
now impacting the traditional cash register market

Traditional ECRs offers no data processing, no interactivity, no easy integration, but this is 
still a global $4 billion industry. And there is way too much clutter on retail desktops!



Furthermore, a whole suite of new cloud based software & payment services can be 
combined into these type of all-in-one solutions. The cash register industry is going to 

experience massive disruption in coming years.

The future is about integrated all-in-one Android devices with inbuilt payment acceptance. 
PAX's E-Series offers a better space/design/convenience system than legacy cash registers.



Device & Software 
Management

System

PAX is doing cool stuff, and has beautifully designed products. But, there is something just 
as important, which other vendors have not developed to the same extent



Device & Software 
Management

System

So we created PAXSTORE:
a marketplace appstore + an advanced terminal management system 



You can now create & manage your own individual marketplace!







The PAXSTORE client on the POS terminal allows merchant access



Appstore Purchases

Developers can set app price at upload 

and/or agree with marketplace owners

Integrated PayPal & Stripe payments

Merchants buy apps in 2 ways:

• Purchase from POS Terminal, or

• Purchase from Portal and Push to POS



This client app also reports device status & asset information, and receives commands 
from the server. Advanced terminal management functionalities enable real-time 
monitoring of the various components of a terminal… display, printer, PINpad…



An administrators view of a basic marketplace…



If you select a particular app…



You see all the details… just like your smartphone appstore!



PAXSTORE supports both Android & Linux terminals…



So what type of apps will merchants end up using?



Maybe a customer rating or prize giving loyalty app?



Or a customer service centre chat app?



How about a time & attendance app for the staff?



Or a utility bill payment app as an added service to customers?



Perhaps the app will have QR code scanning functionality?



Or it will be a nicer restaurant payment app than was ever used before?
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